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The Instructor Development Course is comprised of 2 components which can be taken either 
separately or together in one course. The Assistant Instructor portion is the 1st component of the PADI 
Instructor Development Course and builds upon Divemaster training. The Assistant Instructor course 
is a 5-day program that introduces you to the role of an instructional assistant, both in academic 
teaching and in confined & open water training. As an Assistant Instructor you immediately improve 
your employability within the dive industry and increase your earnings potential. This program 
credits towards the PADI Instructor Development Course and allows you to gain experience as an 
instructional assistant before deciding to commit to the IDC. 

The Assistant Instructor course can be conducted as part of the PADI IDC or as a stand-alone 
program. The 2nd portion of the IDC is the OWSI (Open Water Scuba Instructor) program. The OWSI 
develops candidate’s abilities to prepare academic, confined water and open water teaching 
presentations. As an Instructor candidate you’ll also learn about business principles, teaching 
children, risk management and other important topics relevant for the dive professional.

Our IDC is 4 days longer than the industry  tandard of 7 days, that’s 11 days of quality instructor 
training. The last 2 days of our IDC  are conducted as a ‘mock’ Instructor Examination to give you 
better preparation and insight into the real IE. However from our experience as a dive centre that 
trains over 1500 divers a year, at all levels, we know how much more important it is to prepare a 
candidate for the real world of dive instruction rather than just to pass the Instructor Examinations.

We’ve extended our IDC program to cover more effective teaching techniques, discuss instructing 
in different worldwide environments, look at greater career opportunities in diving including ‘diver 
safety’ and ‘technical diving’ and resume preparation. At Utila Dive Centre we receive a lot of job 
applications everyday so we’ll show you exactly what it takes to become a successful Instructor 
and what gives you the best chance of success as a professional in today’s dive industry. As the only 
facility on Utila with rebreathers we’ll spend extra time looking at future trends in diving rebreathers.

Development Course
INSTRUCTOR



All this is done in a low stress, relaxed and most importantly ‘fun’ environment. Although the actual 
number of hours per day on the IDC are about 8 we have our IDC facility open at least 12 per day 
so anytime our candidates need quiet study time, assignment preparation time, private discussion 
or career counseling, they get it! Our staff are available outside of regular hours for any remedial 
tuition or 1 to 1 coaching. Remember we want you to succeed as a first rate dive instructor, not 
just pass the IE!

To enroll in a PADI IDC, you must have been certified as a PADI Open Water Diver (or equivalent) 
longer than 6 months and be at least certified as a PADI Divemaster (or equivalent from another 
organization). You’ll also need to show proof of CPR/1st Aid training in the last 24 months and 
submit a medical statement from the last 12 months, signed by a physician stating you are fit for 
diving, at the start of your course. You also need to be at least 18 years old with 60 dives (deep, 
night and navigation experience) though you need to have at least 100 dives to be certified as 
a PADI Instructor.

PAPErWorK	rEquirEmEntS

1.	If possible please bring with you all previous certification information (dates of courses, instructor 
numbers names, training agency name) and if you hold any non-PADI certifications please also 
bring a copy of each certification. This will ensure prompt processing of your Instructor applica-
tion and avoid unnecessary delays.

2.	A medical statement within the last 12 months, dated and signed by a physician, stating you 
are fit for diving. These can be obtained on Utila for about $15.

3.	2 Passport sized photo’s

4.	Log book with at least 60 dives for AI/IDC and 100 to be certified as an Instructor. 

5.	In terms of method of payment, PADI does not accept cash, but does accept VISA/Master-
Card/AMEX. Your payment for the course should be made prior to the start and can be done 
with either traveler’s cheques, but preferably by bank wire into either our USA or UK accounts. 
You can use credit cards on Utila but there is an 8% surcharge for this.

We recommend that you purchase the IDC crewpack, which includes all materials you need for 
the IDC/IE (with the exception of the RDP Wheel and Table and previous course level manuals 
and materials) and we can offer this at cost. If you are planning on bringing your own materials 
please let us know ASAP so that we can check they are up to date.

Unlike many IDC centers we do not try to push/sell materials to candidates in order to increase 
profit margins, however it is a required PADI standard worldwide that all Instructor candidates 
have these materials.

Instructor Development Course...



For candidates that book online and in advance, we offer a preparation program as part of your 
IDC. This will include getting you completely comfortable in the water if it’s been a while and 
allowing you to observe our instructors as they teach PADI Open Water & Rescue diver classes, 
reviewing demonstration quality skills, rescue skills, retesting of Divemaster theory and preparation 
for the IDC. The earlier you can prepare for the IDC the easier you will find the course and the 
more you will get from it, much better to spend a small amount of time a day revising a few weeks 
before the course than cramming it all in just before the IDC starts. If there are certain areas that 
you are having problems or difficulty with please let us know in advance and we can arrange 
additional remedial sessions aside from the IDC to bring you up to speed, all part of the service.

SCHEDULE & LOGISTICS 

For candidates who are already certified as PADI Divemaster prior to arriving on Utila for your IDC 
there have been changes to the curriculum that now allow you to;

1.	Study and pre-assess your dive theory online (saves hours of revision on Utila and 3 hours in 
class). We highly recommend this in order to raise your IE success rate, unless you have a pa-
per copy of the Encylopaedia of Recreational Diving & Diving Knowledge Workbook, and can 
study every section before arriving on Utila.

2.	Study 9 of the course presentations online which can be used to save time from the course and 
start 3 days later than our ‘Live delivery’  IDC with the start date on the Saturday morning at 8am 
(please arrive Friday evening for registration/paperwork). The course will then end one week 
later on the Sunday (with EFR Instructor course mid way) and then a day’s fun diving on Monday 
prior to the IE on the Tuesday/Wednesday, allowing you to leave on the Thursday am flights. This 
takes just 13 days for the complete Instructor course, EFR Instructor and 2 day PADI Exams, and 
even less if you arrive on Utila already certified as a PADI Assistant Instructor.

There is an additional charge for this each of these options, that deliver convenience and value 
enhancement to the IDC, and this is paid to PADI. Please contact us for more information to reg-
ister for this option.

Instructor Development Course...



The IDC is scheduled to start on a Wednesday (we do advise candidates to arrive 2-3 days ear-
lier to begin preparation), run over 11 days, and end on the Sunday (the last 2 days of the  IDC, 
Saturday and Sunday are held as a mock IE to completely prepare and test you for what will 
happen at the PADI IE). We schedule the EFR Instructor course mid-way during the IDC between 
the AI and OWSI components) which allows you to offer inclusive PADI Rescue Diver training and 
CPR/1st aid training outside of diving. On the Monday, we tend to go out for a dive and then to 
relax, and the IE orientation will be held Tuesday pm with the theory/standards exams and then 
the water assignments will be all day on the Wednesday. After the IE the ‘optional’ Instructor 
Continuing Education programs begin right away and we can always customize a package for 
individual needs and interests. During the IDC all class-work and academic testing takes place 
in the mornings and after a lunch break the afternoons are usually spent in the water develop-
ing ‘confined’ and ‘open water’ teaching skills. A typical day runs from 8am to 5pm with lunch 
12pm-1pm though our staff and facility are available from 7am-7pm for any consultation, coun-
seling and remedial training. You’ll have evenings where assignments need preparing but this 
has been carefully managed so candidates receive no more than 2 assignments, maximum, per 
evening with many evenings a little more relaxed with either no assignments or just 1 assignment.

The ability to pass an IE is a natural progression of taking the IDC. You will have several opportuni-
ties during your IDC to practice these assignments and will do a mock IE before the real PADI IE. 
We’re proud of our record at the PADI IE’s and last year over 60 Divemasters in 12 different pro-
grams chose to do their IDC with Utila Dive Centre (that’s nearly three times as many as any other 
facility in the Bay Islands) and everyone passed the PADI IE. Whilst it is impossible to ‘guarantee’ 
you’ll pass the IE, our promise to you is that should you fail the IE we will offer a 2nd IDC for free and 
pay for you to re-sit the IE, no gimmicks!.

AFTER THE PADI INSTRUCTOR EXAMINATION 

We offer all different kinds of Instructor level continuing education programs from PADI Specialty/ 
Tec courses, DAN programs, IAHD Adaptive Teaching Instructor, Scubapro Certified Technican 
courses and International Yacht Training boat courses.

The dive industry is like any other in terms of competitiveness for employment and newly qualified 
Instructors often find the challenge after passing their Instructor Examination is in securing suitable 
employment. At Utila Dive Centre our staff, with their extensive network of contacts in the region 
and worldwide, will do their best to assist you find employment with their placement service but to 
facilitate your chances of gaining employment as a PADI Instructor, you can give yourself the best 
possible head start by enrolling in our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program 
includes the PADI Instructor Development Course, Emergency First Response Instructor and Master 
Scuba Diver Trainer preparation program. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program will train you beyond 
a regular PADI ‘Open Water Scuba Instructor’ and after the IDC is completed and the examina-
tions passed we will train you as an ‘Emergency First Response’ Instructor and a ‘Master Scuba 
Diver Trainer’ and allow you to intern with our full time Instructors at the Utila Dive Centre on Utila, 
so what we taught you during the IDC you will get to put into practice under the watchful eyes of 
our seasoned professional staff.

Instructor Development Course....



Note that our top 7 preferred 
choices which most centers 
cannot offer, are in demand and 
really set you apart and require 
our	 specialized	 instruction.	 All	
other choices can often be 
applied for based on your own 
direct experience at a later 
date.

!

After you’ve celebrated becoming an Instruc-
tor we will start with the MSDT program, this will 
train you in 5 PADI Specialty Instructor ratings 
and no other facility or Course Director in Cen-
tral America can offer such an extensive range 
of continuing education programs, choose 
from;

Enriched Air
Wreck

Gas Blender Nitrox 
(and Trimix)

Emergency O2 Provider
Equipment

Digital Photography
Sidemount Diver

Deep
Night

Naturalist
Search & Recovery
Dolphin Rebreather

Navigation
Videography

Instructor Development Course...



We can also offer a complete range of DAN Instructor courses in addition to our MSDT program. 
After the specialty Instructor training has been completed we have an optional internship (highly 
recommended) that allows you to assist our qualified and experienced Instructors on their PADI 
courses and you get the chance to take the ‘micro teaching’ techniques that we taught you 
during the IDC and apply to actual courses and gain real world experience. The internship will al-
low you to assist on at least 5 PADI courses from Open Water to Rescue and gain invaluable real 
world experience and organizational and logistical skills. By the end of our internship you will have 
issued up to 25 PADI certifications, and assisted on 5 different courses, and should be able to apply 
for your PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer rating, also you will have earned a valuable reference 
from our Career Development Center which is good for life, wherever you travel in the world as 
an Instructor. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program offers exceptional value and gives you significant 
savings and will give you the best training, experience and start to your professional dive career. 
Since 2001 graduates on our ‘Premium Pro Plus‘ training program have enjoyed more success 
than the average PADI instructor, have achieved higher positions in the dive industry and earn 
more income than the average PADI instructor.

So what more are you waiting for? If you’d really like to get a head start, gain valuable
teaching experience, issue up to 25 certifications, qualify in 5 specialty areas as an Instructor and 
earn a valuable reference from one of the most awarded PADI Career Development Centers in 
the world contact PADI Course Director Andy Phillips today!

DIVEMASTER

ASSISTANT
INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR
SPECIALTY

INSTRUCTOR
EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE

INSTRUCTOR

MASTER SCUBA DIVER

TRAINER

SPECIALTY
INSTRUCTOR

IDC STAFF
INSTRUCTOR

MASTER
INSTRUCTOR

EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE
DIRECTOR
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IDC sample schedule...

Areas in blue are where you are in the water
Areas in black are where you are in the clasroom
Areas in red are aditional sessions we schedule at UDC beyond the PADI IDC curiculum



The IAHD Pro-/Instructor rating is a totally integrated program for Divemasters, Assistant Instructors 
and Instructors which consists of two days of classroom, pool and optional open water training.

Candidates	learn:	

•	To be able to relate to some of the common psychological aspects of disabled persons.
•	The characteristics of various physical disabilities, and how they relate to scuba diving.
•	To recognize and adapt to some of the unique characteristics of mental & emotional disabilities.
•	How to overcome some of the problems you may encounter when training physically disabled 

divers, through simulations and workshops in both confined and open water environments.
•	Proven methods for assisting those with sight impairment, hearing impairment, spinal injuries, am-

putations, and other disabilities.
•	How to adapt and modify normal diving equipment to the needs of the disabled diver.
•	To anticipate the needs and attitudes of challenged students and to develop a foresight in logis-

tic awareness and considerations.

All dive professionals who qualify as PADI Divemasters or Instructors with us can qualify as an IAHD 
Dive Pro through our IAHD Instructor training course at the Utila Dive Centre, over 2 days, and PADI/
IAHD Instructors can then offer the following training experiences/programs through IAHD;

Discover Scuba Diving (DSD) programs introduce scuba diving to any interested person, age 10 
and above, in a safe, controlled pool setting.  For qualified divers, the Advanced DSD program 
allows qualifed divers to expand the DSD experience into open water. Classes are supervised by 
IAHD-certified professionals. Note: DSD is not a certification level class. Medical approval from the 
diver’s physician is required for this and all IAHD diving programs.

Pro/Instructor
IAHD ADAPTIVE DIVE



IAHD Confined Water Diver is a diver certification for use in pools only. Designed for those who 
enjoy the exercise and fun while scuba diving but are unable or don’t desire to explore diving in 
open water, this certification allows divers to conduct subsequent IAHD-supervised dives in pools. 

The IAHD Sport Diver course is an entry level open water scuba certification that provides candi-
dates ages 12 and up with the necessary knowledge and skills required to dive safely in an open 
water environment under direct supervision of an IAHD-certified professional. Certified IAHD Sport 
Divers may dive to a maximum depth of 12 meters/40 feet.

The IAHD Open Water Diver course provides the knowledge and skills required to safely dive in an 
open-water environment, accompanied by two or three certified support divers or IAHD-certified 
dive professionals. The course is performance based and specific academic & waterskills require-
ments must be met in order to complete the program. Upon completion of the course you receive 
the appropriate Open Water Diver certification based upon your level of dependency and your 
ability to assist your fellow divers.

The IAHD Advanced Open Water Diver course is designed to provide the candidate with great-
er supervised dive experience, while furthering their academic knowledge and diving skills. The 
course focuses mainly on open water dives augmented by brief academic sessions. A minimum 
of 5 dives is required for certification. There are no compulsory dives. Together with your IAHD in-
structor, you can make your own program.

IAHD Surface Support Specialist, this is a non-diving certification class. The course introduces the 
participant to divers’ needs before and after the dive, including equipment and dive procedures 
specific to handicapped divers.

The IAHD Dive Partner course is designed to allow certified divers to be certified to fill the key role 
of a certified support diver for an IAHD-certified adaptive scuba diver. An IAHD Dive Partner is 
specially trained in how to dive with a disabled diver. Candidates get first hand experience in un-
derstanding some of the problems encountered by disabled divers.

Take the step and enhance your resume, and expand the rewards and enjoyment of scuba div-
ing to divers with disabilities and challenges. IAHD Divers Have Overcome:

•	 Amputation
•	 Emotional/Social/Trust Issues
•	 Autism
•	 Movement Disorders
•	 Birth Defects
•	 Spinal Injuries
•	 Blindness
•	 Stroke-Paralysis

IAHD Adaptive Dive Pro/Instructor...



IAHD Divers Receive:

•	 Safe and effective training conducted by credentialed experts in adaptive scuba; participants 
who successfully complete the programs become certified divers

•	 An unmatched opportunity to set aside burdens and limitations using the freedom and adven-
ture of scuba’s aquatic environment

•	 Discovery of new places, new personal achievements, and new friends sharing the dive experi-
ence

•	 Membership in an international network of adaptive scuba buddies, instructors and training 
centers

•	 Access to extensive resources for dive & trip planning at accessible resorts, dive operators, man-
ufacturers of specialized equipment and facilities

Students learn from IAHD certified instructors who love to share the magic of scuba in a nurtur-
ing and productive environment, and we schedule our IAHD Dive Pro/Instructor programs each 
month, though with very limited spaces.  The takes 2 days and please contact us for costs/avail-
ability.

IAHD Adaptive Dive Pro/Instructor...



Utila Dive Centre is the exclusive Scubapro technician training facility in the Bay Islands.  Now, in 
addition to offering all our Divemaster and Instructor candidates the option of the PADI Equipment 
specialty class that focuses on care and basic maintenance, we can also offer a manufacturer rec-
ognized specific technical servicing class that qualifies you to service/repair Scubapro equipment 
under warranty.

Scubapro is one of the dive industries most recognized equipment manufacturer and globally recog-
nized brands, favoured by recreational divers, dive professionals and centers/resorts.  This qualifica-
tion will increase your knowledge, versatility and employability and earnings potential as a Scubapro 
recognized technician and is essential for all PADI Instructors.

The program covers the theory and mechanical operation of Scubapro dive equipment, including 
related dive physics, repair, test and service skills and procedures.  Video guided cameras are used 
to demonstrate techniques to students and then students have their own work station, equipment 
models and tools to service equipment.  Schematics are distributed to students and there is a theory 
review.

Models covered include the hugely popular MK2 1st stage with 2nd stage, R295-R395 downstream 
2nd stages, Pilot BCD, servicing of BCD Balanced Power Inflator.  These models are all favorites of dive 
centers/resorts worldwide for training students and rentals.

Technician Training Center
AUTHORISED SCUBAPRO



Prerequisite: PADI Divemaster with Equipment specialty or Service Technician
         
Certificate: Upon successful completion of the program, participants will receive a SCUBAPRO 
certificate authorizing them to perform technical servicing on SCUBAPRO equipment covered 
during the training (MK2/R295, BPI) under the supervision of an authorized SCUBAPRO dealer.
 
Tools: Will be supplied during the training sessions. We recommend that all participants
purchase / own at least one set of the listed tools before servicing any equipment.

We schedule the 1 day course at the end of our MSDT program and we recommend early enroll-
ment as spaces are limited.  There is no other facility in the Bay Islands that can offer Scubapro 
technician classes and this training will make you more employable and your dive resume stand 
out.

Scubapro Technician Training Center...



It’s with great excitement that we have partnered with some of the premier Freediving Instructors and Instructor Trainers 
in the Bay Islands and are currently the only PADI Career Development Center to offer PADI Freediver courses in the Bay 
Islands.  Our staff are also the highest qualified in the region and work with world record holders and as a support team 
on the annual Caribbean Cup competition.

Freediving is a popular sport that allows divers and non divers to connect with the ocean and other aquatic environ-
ments in a more natural and intimate setting, on just one breath.  There are different categories of freediving that the 
PADI programs embrace and teach you and allow you to develop your own personal limits by freediving deeper and 
staying longer at each level.

Freediving has grown in popularity over the years as more formal training programs have been developed and offered 
to the public and through awareness in freediving events and competitions globally.

At Utila Dive Center we offer the 3 complete levels of freediver training through PADI and these can be taken as sepa-
rate levels or in one complete package. Learning can start immediately as knowledge development is supported by 
e-learning/digital touch product and then with coaching in confined/shallow water you’ll soon be comfortable with 
your own limits and meeting the requirements for each session before heading out for the open water free dive sessions.

1.	PADI Freediver and Basic Freediver course (3 days duration)

2.	PADI Advanced Freediver Course (2 days duration)

3. PADI Master Freediver Course (recommended minimum 5-7 days duration)

And PADI Freediver Instructor course (3 days duration)

training programs
UTILA’S PREMIER FREEDIVER



Utila’s premier Freediver training programs...

For candidates enrolled on our PADI Divemaster and Instructor internships, the freediver courses 
are a great way to further your own natural aquatic ability in the water and take advantage of 
your time and training with us to develop yourself as a competent freediver and safe buddy for 
other free divers.  For our Divemaster and Instructor interns there is also the option to continue ad-
vancing your dives and abilities, whilst interning at Utila Dive Centre, as a freediver in preparation 
to become a PADI Freediver Instructor.

If you’re passionate about Freediving then the PADI Freediver Instructor course qualifies and al-
lows you to share this sport with others.  You do not need to be a PADI Scuba Instructor or even a 
scuba diver to qualify as a PADI Freediver Instructor.  The PADI Freediver Instructor training will de-
velop your teaching skills and refine your personal freedive skills. Instructor candidates learn how 
to conduct the PADI Freediver Program following PADI Standards and review freediving physiol-
ogy and psychology theory and practice coaching techniques to support student development 
and achievement. Through role-play, candidates learn to teach while improving skill demonstra-
tion techniques and personal abilities, and a focus on safety.  Candidates master supervision and 
rescue techniques while demonstrating leadership skills and professionalism.

mArK	“tEx”	rogErS
PADI Freediver Instructor Trainer

Tex is a PADI Freediver Instructor Trainer and conducts our Freediver Instructor programs and supervises 
our	PADi	freediver	instructors.	tex	began	his	diving	career	in	honduras’	bay	islands,	learning	to	scuba	
dive	in	roatan	in	1994.	Since	then	he	has	lived	and	worked	in	Japan,	China,	SE	Asia,	india,	Egypt	and	
the	maldives.	in	2008	he	traded	his	tanks	and	regs	for	long	fins,	a	small	mask,	and	his	lungs	under	the	
expert	guidance	of	the	Apnea	total	team	in	Koh	tao,	thailand.	tex	is	in	charge	of	the	safety	and	support	
team	for	the	international	contestants	on	the	annual	Caribbean	Cup	held	in	the	bay	islands.		tex	has	
also	trained	and	worked	closely	with	world	record	holder	William	trubridge.

Jon	vAnE
PADI Master Freedive Instructor

originally	from	the	uK,	Jon	left	cold,	rainy	manchester	several	years	ago	to	work	as	a	biologist	on	utila.	
He spent the majority of his early days on the island wandering mangrove forests in search of snakes 
and	iguanas	before	inevitably	finding	his	way	into	utila’s	crystal	clear	waters.	Jon	quickly	took	to	freed-
iving,	eventually	developed	from	a	hobby	into	a	full-time	occupation.	now,	he	delights	in	watching	his	
students	discover	their	own	abilities	as	he	shares	what	freediving	is	all	about.	When	not	in	the	water,	you	
can	find	Jon	exploring	the	most	remote	corners	of	utila	and	climbing	everything	he	can	find.		Jon	was	
one	of	the	first	members	of	the	5	minute	and	70	meter	club,	with	impressive	personal	bests	and	some	of	
the	best	records	in	the	Caribbean.
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Imagine visiting the Doctor for a check up and they asked to borrow stethoscope or rubber gloves 
from you, or calling out an electrician to fix a problem in your house and they asked to borrow 
tools from you, you wouldn’t think they were well prepared or professional. Now as a working dive 
professional in today’s dive industry you need to have a complete set of scuba diving equipment 
to find employment, though obviously during your training at Utila Dive Centre we can include all 
dive equipment for your needs. We still recommend that you have at least your own mask/snorkel, 
wetsuit and fins, for comfort and hygiene reasons, but have put together this document to inform 
you of our recommendations on what type of equipment you should look into for when you make 
your own investment.

requirements for dive professionals
EQUIPMENT

We recommend snorkels without purge valves as these cannot be used for res-
cue breathing, and low in drag and volume. Although not necessarily fashion-
able a brightly colored snorkel can be very effective to see on the surface and 
can allow your students to distinguish you from other students in the group.

SnorKEl

mASK

Low profile masks are good for free divers and photographers but an Instruc-
tor should have a mask with a good field of vision and without a purge valve, 
as this can make skill demonstrations difficult for the majority of students in 
regular masks. A padded strap is more comfortable and less likely to tangle 
in the hair. Ideally a mask should have a black silicone frame so that the 
mask lens does not glare up on the inside, and to ensure a good seal to you 
face it should stick (without strap) when you inhale through the nose.



Equipment requirements...

Although most fun divers visiting Utila are comfortable and warm enough in 
a 3mm shorty wetsuit, for the diving professional working on Utila a 5mm full 
length wetsuit will not only give better insulation, particularly in the wetter and 
colder months of the year (November to January) but will also protect from 
stings and abrasions whilst diving and taking care of your divers and students. 
It is a fact that dive professionals feel the cold quicker after accumulative 
immersion in the water due to a lower core body temperature.
.

WETSUIT

There are 100’s of different regulators on the market and making a choice 
can be difficult especially when the regulator is the most important piece of 
equipment you can invest in as it gives you the air that you breathe. There 
are basically 2 kinds of regulator, balanced and unbalanced. Now from a 
diving perspective and for ease of breathing, a balanced regulator is the 
best choice, however think of a balanced regulator as a high performance 
sports car, would you use it for a taxi? Probably not. There are so many moving 
parts it would not cope well with the rigors of daily teaching activities, in this 
case far better to get a regular unbalanced 1st stage, like the ScubaPro 
MK2 or the Sherwood Brut, these regulators are the proven workhorses and 
are also easily serviced. If however you don’t expect too be so active as an 
Instructor then you may opt for a balanced regulator, these are good for 
Divemasters who are guiding certified divers on fun dives and diving deeper.
.

REGULATOR

The ‘Buoyancy Control Device’ or BCD, is probably the most important piece of 
equipment with regards to your comfort in the water and ability to fine tune and 
control your buoyancy and positioning. A good BCD should have an additional 
15-30 pounds of lift beyond what would be recommended for your body type, 
and most BCD’s have a label that states how much lift they provide. There are 
2 main styles of BCD, jacket and wing, now wings style is great for divers but for 
Divemasters or Instructors who spend a lot of  ime at the surface they can be 
uncomfortable as they push the wearer into a face down position, so we would 
recommend a jacket style BCD with pockets large enough to carry a small slate 
4” by 6” and diving accessories. If you have the option for weight integrated then 
it can be a good idea to help distribute your weight, but you will still need to use 
a weight belt for demonstration and training purposes.

BUOYANCY CONTROL DEVICE
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Equipment requirements...

There are 2 kinds of fins: open heel and full foot. For a snorkeller or entry level 
student full foot fins are adequate but they lack the strength, durability and ver-
satility of open heel fins. A good set of open heel fins should be strong yet flexible 
enough to allow water to flow off easily without causing the diver leg cramps. The 
booties should be 5mm and zippered with a good sole, then they could be used 
for shore diving, or rescues off rocky shorelines.

FINS

There are many different models and makes of dive computer on the market, 
personally I prefer wrist mounted as opposed to console based computers, they 
are easier to find and read and can be used with different regulators. A definite 
feature is to be ‘Enriched Air’ compatible, as most divers these days use ‘Enriched 
Air’ or ‘Nitrox’ and during your Divemaster training with us we will certify you in 
the use of ‘Enriched Air’. Dive computers can vary in price from $99 to a $1000, 
the average model tends to be in the range of $300-$500, and more for air inte-
grated computers. For teaching and demonstration purposes I would avoid an 
air integrated (wireless transmitter on 1st stage of regulator) as these can get bro-
ken by students and are another failure point, much better to have a wrist mount 
and an analogue pressure gauge you can show your students. Popular models 
and manufacturers of dive computers are ScubaPro, CressiSub and Oceanic, a 
deciding factor for those of you who plan to live and work in the tropics and may 
not have access to a full service/repair dive facility is whether you can change 
the batteries yourself? If you have to send your computer to a dealer for a bat-
tery change every year or 18 months this could be inconvenient unless you have 
access to a back up computer.

DIVE COMPUTER

The most reputable manufacturers of dive equipment are ScubaPro, Aqualung and Cressi-Sub. We 
would recommend that you never let price be a deciding factor when choosing your equipment 
as comfort and safety are more important in the long term and setting yourself up with a full set of 
scuba equipment is a considerable investment. On Utila please see dealers of Cressi-Sub, Aqualung 
and Scubapro ‚ DiveShack Utila, who can offer reduced rates on equipment. They have BCD’s, reg-
ulators, wetsuits, masks, snorkels, fins (full foot) and dive computers available. If you are interested 
please contact us for equipment advice. 




